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Power and Robustness in
Product-Moment Correlation
Robert L. Fowler

University of South Florida

The power of statistical tests based on four popular
product-moment correlation coefficients was examined
when relatively small samples (10 &le; N &le; 100) are
drawn from bivariate populations of several different
distributional shapes. Analytical procedures for deter-
mining theoretical power under conditions of bivariate
normality are presented for the Pearson (rP), Spearman
(rs), point-biserial (rpb), and phi (rfp) coefficients. A
monte carlo study supported previous conclusions that

t as a test of H0: p = 0, with rP estimating p, is robust
over a wide range of non-normality; however, frequent
use of rs leads to greater power under identical distri-
butional assumption violations. The proportion of
power due to Type III errors was also specified both
analytically and empirically, and revealed the relative
invulnerability of most statistical tests to directional
misinterpretation. 

Psychometric models are often built on correlation statistics which require that certain distributional
assumptions be met. The empirical robustness of the Pearson f has been investigated extensively for the
situation in which the population correlation p = 0 (Edgell & Noon, 1984; Havlicek & ~~~e~°s~~9 1977).
The consensus apparently is that when X and Y are independent variables, the sample correlation coefficient
is relatively insensitive to violations of the normality assumption when tested by

where N is the number of paired Z,Y observations in the sample and fp is the sample Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient. The robustness of r, when p X 0 has been examined both analytically
(~r~~r~~r9 ~ 1980) and empirically (see ~~~v~~s~~9 1972, for a review), with less agreement as to the effects
of non-normality.

The literature on the robustness of product-moment correlation (PMC) statistics other than rp is not
extensive and tends to be highly technical. Of more interest to users of statistical tests is a theoretical
tradeoff assumed between Type I and Type 11 errors when distributional assumptions for the theoretically
more powerful test are not met. That is, will the cost in power of ranking or dichotomizing a continuous
variable be offset by the additional protection against erroneous rejections of the null hypothesis? Often,
the original data are in a form which limits the choice of a PMC statistic, such as when X or Y are inherent
dichotomies (e.g., male or female) or created dichotomies (e.g., normal vs. psychotic).
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Four wifely PMC measures-the Pearson coefficient (~°~j9 the Spearman rank order coefficient
the point-biserial coefficient (fpj, and the phi-coefficient or four-fold point coefficient (f~p)&horbar;were
examined in this study. Other Pmcs have been proposed, such as the point-poly serial coefficient (Oisson,
Drasgow, ~~ Dorans, 1982), but are less familiar to and would have the of
the study without contributing much additional information. It should also be pointed out that biserial
(polyseial) correlation and tetrachoric (polychoiic) correlation are not Pmcs; rather, they involve attempts
to recapture the estimate of p which is lost (or unavailable) when either X or F is dichotomized (poly-
~h~t&reg;r~~i~ed) or both X and Y are dichotomized (polychotomized). For a complete and illuminating
discussion of product-moment correlation and various formulas for defining and computing the coefficients,
the reader is referred to Nunnally (1978). °

When two variables, X and F, are both continuous, or more properly, graduated (Cohen, 1983),
then the researcher often has a choice as to which PMC to use. This choice may be based upon considerations
such as (1) whether or not certain distributional assumptions about the parent X, Y bivariate population
have been met; (2) computational convenience; (3) of the observed statistic with other
statistics in a multivariate model; or (4) whether developing a precise confidence interval for p is of

greater interest than rejecting HO: p = 0. Some theorists would that if the original data are graduated,
any transformation to ranks or categories would be tantamount to discarding information is rarely
justified (Cohen, 1983; Nunnally, 1978). Perhaps if researchers knew more about potential risk-reward
ratios, they could make a more reasoned choice among Px4cs .

The purpose of this study was to examine two types of risk when graduated variables are poly-
chotomized : (1) the loss of power, and (2) an increased probability that a rejected null hypothesis is a
Type III error. It will be assumed that both X and Y are originally measured as continuous variables and
a choice is available as to which of the four PMC statistics may be applied to the data from a sample.
Interest is focused on the effects of distributional violations on the power of these four PMC statistics

when applied to the sample data evaluated against appropriately chosen critical values of r
based upon statistical distributions known to be exact.

Relative Flower

The power efficiency of a statistical test may be evaluated in several ways (Bradley, 1968). A
commonly used method of comparing the efficiency of two statistical tests is in of the ratio of their
respective sample sizes to obtain equal power. For example, if r, required a sample size of 912 to detect
an effect size in the population for which rs required a size of 1,000 to detect, the relative
efficiency of fg would be .912. This value (9/v2) is approximately the theoretical asymptotic relative
efficiency of the Spearman rs compared to the Pearson r, (Siegel, 1956), although this may only be true
when p = 0 (~~i~er ~ Thissen, 1976). However, because the theoretical assumptions are never realized
in practice, such an index is not very meaningful to the practical researcher trying to decide whether to
use one or the other of these tests. That is, most researchers are interested in detecting moderate effect
sizes with finite sample sizes rather than effect sizes approaching 0 with infinite sample sizes.

Theoretical Power

Power values for rp are given for both one- and two-tailed in the extensive power analysis
tables of Cohen (1977). ~&reg;~~~r~r~ these power values for two-tailed include the Type III error rates.
A Type III error, or garnma error (Kaiser, 1960), is said to occur when a researcher correctly rejects the
null and subsequently draws a false conclusion either about the of the parameters
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listed in the embraced alternative hypothesis or about the relationship of a parameter to zero. In the case
of PMC coefficients, the usual null hypothesis tested is ~: ~ = 0. If the true situation is H,: p > 0

and the researcher concludes that p < 0 because the observed ~° in the is less than the critical value
of ~° in the left tail of its probability distribution, then a Type III error has been made.

PMCS are inherently indices of both the magnitude and the direction of the relationship between X
~.~d ~ in the population, and are therefore vulnerable to directional misinterpretation upon inspection.
The term real power will be used to indicate that the observed statistic is and has the same
directional sign as the parameter. When an observed statistic is significant but opposite in sign from the
parameter, this will be designated Type III power. Total power is the sum of real power and Type III
power.

To obtain theoretical estimates of real power and Type III error rates, the following procedure
was used. The critical values of r for particular combinations of N and p, as given by Cohen (1977), 9
were converted to Z’ by means of p°ish~~9s transformation, Zc = arctanh r~. Values of p were transformed
as

power Type III error rates were then determined by calculating approximate standard normal
deviates (~~~e~9 1951) as

and

where

For small values of ~3 this procedure gave closer approximations to exact values in the tails of the
distributions of r (David, 1954) than did the approximation described by Cohen (1977, p. 458). Positive
values of r, yielded the z at approximately the p + y percentile of the standard normal curve (probability
of making a Type II or a Type III error when p ~ 0), whereas negative r, values yielded the approximate
2’ for gamma rates (Type III errors). For example, with N = 10, a = .05 two-tailed, and p = .I9 ~’c =

.632, Z§ = .745, Zp’ = ° I~7~ z, = 1.70, and z, = -2.27. Thus, real power is approximately .045 and
Type III power about .012.

The power of r, relative to fp when all distributional assumptions of the latter are met can be
determined analytically with modification of a procedure described by Drasgow and Dorans (1982) for
poly serial r. Because the calculation of fg involves a conversion of two normally distributed graduated
variables, X and F, to ranks or consecutive integers, this is essentially the same as polychotomizing the
graduated variables by imposing a set of category boundaries bj on a continuous variable, such that

and
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At this point, the ‘6~e~v&dquo; correlation between Y and ~~° is qp, where

Oy is the standard deviation of the X’ (approximately 3.464~V), and h is the ordinate of the units
normal curve at bj. If the polychotomizing procedure is repeated for the Y variable, and both
X and y were originally normally distributed, the correlation between the or ranks in the population
will be simply q2p. Theoretical power for fg was determined by substituting q2p for p in Equation 2 and
substituting critical values of r, for those of the transformed value of r, (Z,) in Equations 3 and 4~. The
critical values of fg for N = 10 and N = 20 were derived from Bradley (1969, p. 314). For FV > 20, fc
is approximately the same for fg as for fp.

The procedure for determining theoretical power for fpb and r,,p is computationally more straightforward
and is described by Cohen (1983). Dichotomization of one variable (as in fpb) or of both variables (as in
ffp) is the simplest form of the polychotomizing procedure already presented. In this case,
dt - °Ui’ L~i(~ ~’i)l~/2 , (10)
where pi is the proportion of cases in either division of a dichotomized sample, and hi is the normal curve
ordinate at the point of dichotomization. For rf,, both variables are dichotomized, not necessarily at the
same points on both X and Y; hence are two q values, each on the respective point at which
the particular variable is cut. Thus, power is determined theoretically for rp, by substituting qip for p in
Equation 2 and applying Equations 3 and 4. Similarly, the power for ffp is estimated by substituting q,q2P
for p in Equation 2 and applying Equations 3 and 4. The critical values for significance of rp, are the
as those for ~~~9 namely r,.

It is usually recommended that ffp be tested for significance as x2 = Nt-,2, with 1 of freedom
(Ferguson, 1981; Hays, 1981; ~lur~~~l~y9 ~9’~~). Therefore, critical values for ~°~~ in the study
were derived from the chi-square (df =1) distribution rather than using the critical values for r based on
the t distribution.

Power

A computer simulation was conducted to determine the effects on PMC power of violating the bivariate
normality assumption. The power of the four PMC statistics was assessed at values of the population
correlation coefficient (p = .1, .3, and .5), with four sample sizes (N = 10, 20, 50, and 100). These
values were chosen because they represent the set of characteristics where power differentials among the
statistics would be greatest, while still covering the entire range of theoretical power of the most efficient
statistic. That is, the theoretical absolute real power of fp when all distributional assumptions are met
ranged from a low of .008 for p - Z N = 10, a - .01 to a high of> .999 at p = .5, N = 100, a =

.05. The weakest statistic, rg~9 ranged in real power from .005 to .948. The point-biserial and phi
coefficients were each evaluated at five points of cut, with .1, 9 . 3 9 . ~ .7, or .9 of the sample falling
below the point of Y dichotomization. For ffp, X was dichotomized at the theoretical population median.
No ties were permitted in determining the ranks &reg;f ~ and Y for calculating ~s.

With infinite sample sizes, relative efficiency is independent of the level. However, with the
moderate sample sizes typical of many applied measurement studies, the level of significance plays more
of an important role in the power comparison of PMC statistics. Accordingly, the relative power of the
four PMC statistics was evaluated at the two-tailed alpha levels of .10, .0~ and .0 ~ . This also permitted
the assessment of relative of Type III errors for each PMC statistic. This is a facet of power analysis
which is usually overlooked when robustness is examined empirically.
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The values of p = .1, .3, and .5 were chosen to represent a range of correlation coefficients to be
found in most behavioral research, and correspond to Cohen’s (1977) small, medium, and large effects,
respectively. Population correlations greater than .5 are not only rare in practical psychology, but they
present more problems than smaller effects in making power comparisons. That is, with large effects,
even a weak statistical test will reject the null hypothesis and there is little other than convenience on
which to base a choice.

of Empirical Population Shapes

To test the effects of distributional assumptions, various population shapes were created using a
series of unit uniform pseudorandom numbers, ui. Listed below are the distributions examined the
used for simulating their variates.
1. Normal or Gaussian (G), Gi = 2 log, U,) 112COs 2,~TU2, which is the Box and Muller (1958)

technique;
2. Uniform (6Q, t/,=M,-.5;
. Exponential (E), E, = -log, M,+ .693142 and E,- == -~,;
4. 1.,&reg;~~&reg;r~~l (L), L, - exp~(~1- 1)/.2161197]; 9
. LaPlace or double exponential (D ) , D, = El ( -1 ) = 9
6. Cauchy (C), C, ~I~°&dquo;t-I-~.9
7. Truncated normal or half normal (H), Hi = ~Gtl9
8. The mixed normal (A4), simulated by sampling from N(0,1) with probability .9, from N(0,9) with

probability .095, and from N(0,100) with probability .005. This distribution is also known as a
contaminated normal and, except for all the means being 0 so that a theoretical median of 0 could
be specified, the mixed normal was similar to one of Bradley’s (1977) bizarre but real data distri-
butions.

The Xi member of an X,Y pair was then set equal to one of the foregoing Vij variates, where j is one
of the eight shapes. Then the general relationship

y, = px,+(i-p~v, (ii)
was used to produce the second member of an X, Y pair, where Vij was from a distribution with the same
characteristics as Xij except when skewness was opposite in direction. This regression-produced population
correlation technique is similar to that of Duncan and Layard (1973).

For all distributional shapes, the theoretical population median of X was 0, but the marginal distri-
bution of Y was not always the same as that of X because of the regression technique used. Although
this did not result in identical marginal distributions for X and F when p ~ 0, it did result in the expected
value of the empirical linear correlation in the population being reasonably close to the nominal value of
p for most of the distributional shapes generated. Because the focus of this study was on relative power
of the four PMC statistics when evaluating the same basic data, sample by sample, agreement between
the population correlation and the finite expected value was of no great concern.
. Table 1 shows the skewness-moment ratio (SMR), kurtosis (KTR), and proportion of X vadates above
the theoretical median of zero (X > 0) for the finite distributions of 10,000 X,Y pairs evaluated. For each
combination of population correlation and distribution shape, 5,000 cases were generated for N = 10,
20, and 50, and 3,000 cases were run for N = 100. Larger Ns were not included because of the excessive
computer time involved in the rank ordering process.

Results

The relative real power outcomes for rs, r~~, and rf, were consolidated over the three population
correlation values and are given in Table 2 for the .05 and .01 levels of significance. For brevity, the 3
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Table 1

Empirical Characteristics
of Populations Studied

*Empirical skewness-moment ratios for the
Cauchy distribution are not meaningful, but
the theoretical value is zero.

and .7 points of cut for ~°~ were omitted and the .1 and .9 points of cut were combined and desigyxated
r~~_ i . Only the .5 point of cut is shown for r~9 which had extremely low power otherwise. The number of
rejections of Ho ibr rs, ~~9 and rfp when the sign of the observed statistic was positive was summed over the

. three population values (p = .1, .3, and .5) separately for each PMC statistic. Then totals were each
divided by the number of rejections of Ho by rp with positive sign summed over the three population
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Table 2

Real Power as a Percent of Pearson r Power for N &reg; 10, 20, 50, and 100

values to form a relative real power ratio. These ratios were converted to the nearest whole percent in
Table 2, where a value greater than 100 indicates that an alternative PMC showed greater real power than
r? under the given conditions. In general, the agreement between the empirical normal distribution ( (B, ~ )
and the theoretical values (T) is quite good except for rfp with N < 50, where discontinuities distort the
frequencies in the tails of its sampling distribution.

Although rpb showed good relative real power (> ~~&reg;~I&reg;) for some distributional shapes when Y was
dichotomized at the sample median (~.5), the loss in power was substantial under other conditions, 9
especially with small sample sizes. By contrast, rp showed poor relative real power for all population
shapes under all conditions simulated.

Perhaps the most remarkable finding was the strong relative power performance of r, under a wide
range of conditions. The advantage of the Spearman fg over the Pearson r, appears to be greatest for
markedly leptokurtic distributions such as the Cauchy and lognormal distributions. With N = 10 the
Pearson rp tends to retain its power superiority regardless of kurtosis, but with hl = 50 and N = 100, rs
is relatively more powerful than rp for all of the distributions with excess kurtosis (>3). In fact, the
correlation is fg = .90 between the empirical distributions ranked by kurtosis, listed in Table 1, and the
rank order of real relative power of r, at l~ = 50, a = .05 as given in Table 2. Thus, a choice of PMC
statistic might very well depend upon knowledge of the peakedness of the parent X,Y population. These
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Table 3

Empirical and Theoretical Proportions of Rejections for
Normal Distribution p~.l~N=20,a=.05 Two-tailed

results are also consistent with those of Wainer and Thissen (1976), who found a rank-order coefficient
to be considerably more efficient than the Pearson coefficient in contaminated normal distributions.

When the individual distributions of two variables are not exactly the same shape (not necessarily
normal), then the population correlation between them cannot reach the limits ±1 (Nuimally, 1978).
When the population distributions &reg;f ~ and Y are markedly skewed in opposite directions, the maximum
possible correlation between them is approximately ± .7 (Carroll, 1961). One way of interpreting rg
computed when sampling from X and Y distributions of different shapes is as an estimate of what the
correlation between X and Y would be if the distributions were of identical shapes. One of the effects of
ranking is9 &reg;f course, to reduce the size of the interval between extreme scores and to increase the size
of the interval between scores near the mode of a distribution. Thus, with light-tailed distributions having
a preponderance of scores near the mode, such as the lognormal distribution, r, tends to expand the
middle range more than it contracts the extremes. The result is an overestimate of p which increases with

N for low values of p.
To obtain an estimate of the reliability of the simulation and performance of the computer random

number generator, five successive runs &reg;f ~ 9&reg;&reg;&reg; cases each were conducted for the C8y G distribution with
lV = 2&reg;. Comparisons between theoretical and empirical measures of central tendency and dispersion for
p = .1 and a = .05 are given in Table 3, where the agreement is seen to be excellent for rp, rs and ~Pm
and reasonable for r°~, due to the discontinuities in the distribution produced by the discrete categories
with small sample sizes. The absolute rate of Type III errors is a concern only when both p<.3 and

N<20, and relative rates are not meaningful at low values of total power.
There are, of course, many possible tradeoffs between power and parameter estimation. For example,

for some population distributions, 9 r~ might lead to more rejections of 1-1&reg; than r, with some combinations
of N and p but the expected value of r, may be closer to p and the mean square error may be much less
for rp than for a~~. A researcher could then decide whether magnitude of effect estimation was more
important than null hypothesis testing. The present study was concerned only with the issues of relative
real power and relative Type III error rates of Pmcs.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

For graduated data, where a choice among PMC statistics exists, there appears to be no justification
for using the phi coefficient. The possible exception to this would be where tables for rapid computation
are available and the major concern is to minimize Type III errors when drawing small samples from
extremely non-normal distributions.

The point-biserial correlation coefficient appears to offer some advantages over the Pearson r when
drawing samples of moderate size (N>50) from populations that are either highly leptokurtic or highly
skewed, as long as the dichotomization is near the median. Under these conditions, fpb might also be
computationally somewhat simpler than the Spearman coefficient in that only one variable need be ordered
before applying the PMC formula. The major disadvantages of rpb are the severe loss of real relative power
and the increase in Type III power in small samples which are drawn from most population distributional
shapes. °

In sampling graduated data from distributions other than bivariate normal, the Spearman rank-order
correlation coefficient appears to be a viable alternative to the Pearson r in terms of power. In fact, rs
is not only robust but has the same or a greater degree of power than r, with samples of moderate size
(N>50) from all distributions with excess kurtosis. However, as sample size increases, the computation
of rs becomes more laborious relative to rp, even for a computer, and the possibility of ties in the sample
complicates the specification of a theoretical sampling distribution.

The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is remarkably robust and retains power under
even extreme violations of distributional assumptions. Researchers should not be hesitant to report r,
under most circumstances as an index for p, aithough rs may sometimes be a’more powerful test of the
null hypothesis that p = 0.
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